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A vision of worship 

• What is our purpose? What is music in worship for? 

• It has been said that for catholics, church music is about calming the emotions and creating a 

numinous atmosphere, whereas in the evangelical tradition, it’s about exciting the soul to praise.  

• Tension between mission needs and pastoral needs 

• Stroppy clergy. Like it or not, clergy are the boss. 

• Stroppy organists. Humility (not grovelling), recognition of role as enhancer not dictator. Work with 

clergy, not against them. 

• Organists’ duties: do your best, practise, recognise role as enhancer not dictator. Humility needed. 

• What makes a good organist? Personality is at least as important as anything else. 

 

Practicalities 

• Leading or accompanying? Different skills. I have not yet heard a cathedral organist who is good at 

leading congregational hymns. 

• Stops: a 4’ is good for clarity, but 8’ foundation also needed. Not too loud, not too quiet. Do not keep 

fiddling with stops. 

• Something things are better on the piano: more percussive, more stylish for some modern choruses. 

• Swell pedal – leave it alone 

• Nothing wrong with unaccompanied singing. 

 

Hymns 

• Difficult because harmony changes so often. Dexterity and flexibility needed, digital and intellectual. 

• Speed: congregation, acoustics, occasion all affect this. Sing along to see how things feel to you. 

• Pitch (some hymn books pitch too low, so a depressing effect).  

• Pulse, steadiness, predictability are what a congregation needs. 

• Introduction 

o same speed as verse 

o beginning or end or what? Use your common sense 

• Gathering notes? No. 

• Gaps between verses: consistence is essential. 2 + 2 is useful.  

• Needn’t play all the notes: tune and bass works well. 

• It is not a sin to leave the pedals alone. 

• Phrasing, silence, detach. Things to give a rhythmic ‘push’ and vitality. 

 

Psalms and canticles 

Accompanying: different set of skills 

Voluntaries: not an ego trip 

 

The future – What can you do to keep the tradition alive? 

Know that you are appreciated.  

Enjoy yourself – one day you’ll be dead.



Playing the Portlaoise organ 

 
 
The organ makes a very forthright sound. It projects so well that it is at least as loud to me in the 
sanctuary as it is to you at the keyboard, where to some extent the sound goes over your head. Too little 
noise does not give a congregation enough support, and they give up. Too much makes them think the 
battle is not worth fighting, and they give up! These notes are an attempt to help you get it right. They 
assume an average congregation of say 30-50 people. 
 
The stops on the right work on the lower keyboard (the Great), except the Bourdon – which is for the 
feet. The upper stops on the left work on the upper keyboard (Swell), and the lower four are couplers. In 
case you don’t know, on the stop head, 8 means piano pitch, 4 means an octave above. The Mixture stop 
includes two octaves above piano pitch. Leading hymns is best done with at least one stop at 4 pitch.  
 
Great 
• Dulciana is too quiet for hymns. Forget about it. 
• Flauto Traverso 8. This is a big sound. It’s not good on its own for hymns, because it makes a rather 

‘cloying’ sound. Better with the Flute 4 for hymns. 
• Flauto Traverso 8 and Principal 4 is a good, bright sound that leads a congregation well. 
• Open Diapason 8 is a huge sound, especially at the far end of the church. It is loud enough on its 

own to lead an average congregation. Add the Principal as well for a full and rich sound. 
 
Swell 
• Cor Anglais and Vox Humana are no use at all in hymns. Cor Anglais is a gentle accompanimental 

sound. Vox Humana is rarely in tune (I won’t bore you with the reasons). 
• Lieblich Gedeckt is a smaller version of Great Flauto Traverso, and for hymns should have the 

Principal with it. 
• Open Diapason and Principal are smaller versions of the Great stops of the same name. The Mixture 

adds spice and brightness. 
• Cornopean is a big sound for special occasions, either on its own or with the Diapason, Principal and 

Mixture. 
 
Couplers 
Playing on the Great with the ‘Swell to Great’ does what it says on the tin. The touch becomes heavier, as 
you will have noticed. 
 
So … 
For most purposes, for hymns, I guess a good start would be to set up: 

• Swell Open Diapason and Principal (box open). This will lead an average congregation. 
• Great Flauto Traverso and Flute. So will this. 

To get more volume, you can do one or more of these things, in almost any order: 
• add Swell Mixture. 
• add Great Principal. 
• add Great Open Diapason. This will overpower an average congregation. 
• add Swell Cornopean. 
• couple the keyboards together at any stage in the process. 

 
Other points 

• When accompanying solos or a small number of voices, probably best to stick to the Swell 
(upper). Cor Anglais and Lieblich is a lovely sound. 

• Always leave the organ with the swell lever pedal down (shutters open). 
 
If you would like a demonstration, let me know. Thank you for your devotion to duty. I appreciate it 
immensely. 
 
 
Stanley, Christmas Eve 2012 
 
 


